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Lecture 12 – Reassessment and 
Introducton to the Second Part
23 March – First Mid-term Exam
• Exam Queston 1A
The simplest model of internatonal trade is the model of 
comparatie adiantages. Describe the model where there are 
two countries (Argentna and Italy), two goods (meat and shoes) 
and one factor of producton (labor).
• Make a feasible assumpton about labor productiity in the 
two countries, discussing absolute and comparatie 
adiantages
• Represent the equilibrium for both countries in autarky
• Represent the equilibrium for both countries with trade
• Discuss and generalize the results
23 March – First Mid-term Exam
• Exam Queston 1B
The standard model of internatonal trade brings together the 
assumptons of the Hecksher-Ohlin model and of the Ricardian 
model. Describe it, by underlying the main assumptons.
• Represent the equilibrium for both countries in autarky
• Represent the equilibrium for both countries with trade
• Discuss and generalize the results, with partcular emphasis 
on welfare efects of trade.
23 March – First Mid-term Exam
• Exam Queston 2A
One of the main aims of trade policy is to analyze the welfare 
efects of trade instruments.
• Defne and describe the import tarif;
• Represent the welfare efects and the distributonal impact 
of imposing a tarif on imports.
• Discuss pros and cons of an import tarif for a big country.
23 March – First Mid-term Exam
• Exam Queston 2B
One of the main aims of trade policy is to analyze the welfare 
efects of trade instruments.
• Defne and describe the import tarif;
• Represent the welfare efects and the distributonal impact 
of imposing a tarif on imports.
• Discuss pros and cons of an import tarif for a small country.
23 March – First Mid-term Exam
• Exam Queston 3A
Does internatonal moiement of capital lead to the same 
equilibrium than internatonal trade of goods? 
• Answer by considering the standard model;
• Analyze any partcular welfare or distributonal efect 
stemming from FDI of multnatonal companies
• Describe the OLI theory of multnatonal iniestment.
23 March – First Mid-term Exam
• Exam Queston 3B
When the market structure resembles the model of monopolistc 
competton and there are internal economies of scale, is there 
any extra-adiantage stemming from trade?
• Describe monopolistc competton and internal economies 
of scale;
• Describe what happens to the market equilibrium and to the 
welfare when countries open to internatonal trade.
• Discuss the consequences in terms of inter-industry and 
intra-industry trade.
Group Assignment
• Group A
Why is the dollar the accepted internatonal currency? 
• How did we get here?
• A quick theory of internatonal currencies;
• Pros and cons (for the US and for the rest of the world) of 
the dollar as internatonal currency.
Group Assignment
• Group B
The experience of Argentna in pegging the Peso to the Dollar 
• How did we get here?
• A quick theory of exchange rate pegging;
• Pros and cons (for Argentna and for their trade partners) of 
pegging the Peso.
Group Assignment
• Group C
Is the Yuan a coniertble currency? 
• A brief history of China as a market economy;
• A quick theory of coniertble and non-coniertble 
currencies;
• Pros and cons (for China and for their trade partners) of the 
current exchange rate policy for the Yuan. 
Group Assignment
• Group D
Rise and Fall of the Gold Exchange Standard 
• How did we get here?
• A quick theory of an exchange standard.
• Pros and cons of the Gold Exchange Standard and why it 
failed.
Group Assignment
• Group E
Is the European Monetary Union an optmal currency area? 
• How did we get here?
• A quick theory of optmal currencies areas.
• Pros and cons (for the EU, for the single member countries 
and for the rest of the world) of the existence of the Euro.
Group Assignment
• Group F
The Italian Lira: a history of compettie deialuatons 
• How did we get here?
• A quick theory of compettie deialuatons.
• Pros and cons (for Italy and for their trade partners) of the 
policy of compettie deialuatons.
Group Assignment
• Group G
The Internatonal Financial Crisis of 2008
• How did we get here?
• A quick theory of fnancial integraton.
• Pros and cons (for creditors and for debtors) of fnancial 
integraton.
Structure of the Work
• Slide presentaton and (not compulsory) a short writen essay
Presentaton will last 20 minutes oierall 
• 15 minutes of presentaton;
• 5 minutes of discussion: one of the other groups will act as 
discussant;
• Fundamental issues to tackle: history (how we got there); 
theoretcal approach (why we got there?); data analysis 
(where we are now); policy implicatons (where we go).
• References: at least 5 scientfc or policy papers (last slide).
• Be careful about the use of Internet sources.
